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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A team that plays together-stays
together! The Office Wife wins her first major assignment. Can she handle it? New troubles brew at
the office as Amy, the Office Wife, discovers plans for a hostile takeover of the company. With fears
rampant and rumors running wild, morale in the cubicles drops to an all-time low. Mustering
courage to propose a solution to her dominant female boss, however, lands Amy a controversial,
perhaps even impossible, assignment. Of course, it involves sex. Lots and lots of lesbian sex (with a
man or two thrown into the mix, here and there, for variety s sake). To complete her assignment
and please her boss, Amy must enlist the help of her increasingly-submissive friend, Jemma, from
reception, as well as her closest ally: nerd-punk girl and IT department maven, Casey. Together,
this threesome: one MILF and two girls barely out of their teens, must take action to break open the
log-jam of sexual tension affecting the whole team, unleashing the powerful, productive energy of
uninhibited lust and unfettered desire, once and for all.
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Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just quickly could get a delight of looking at
a composed book.
-- Caden Buckridge-- Caden Buckridge
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